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Abstract
The problem of embedding an N-processor architecture G into an l\tJ-processor architec-
ture H for N > M arises when algorithms designed for architectures of an ideal size are
simulated on existing architectures which are of a fixed size. In this paper we present
solutions to this embedding problem for the case when both architectures are hypercubes
and the embeddings are to achieve a balanced load. An embedding achieves a balanced
load if every processor of H simulates at most rZl processors of G. We show that in
this case hypercube G can be embedded into hypercube H with a dilation of 1 and an
optimal congestion of Z. The main contribution of the paper is the lower bound on the
congestion.
1 Introduction
Almost all parallel algorithms developed are architecture specific, that is, the architecture
of the target parallel machine plays an important role in algorithm design and commu-
nication techniques used. Furthermore, it is often assumed that parallel machines are of
idealsizej that is, F(N) processors are available for a problem of size N. In practice,
however, an algorithm may be required to run on various architectures having different
interconnection network and/or number of processors. Thus, understanding the rela-
tionships between various architectures is critical for development of portable parallel
algorithms.
In this paper we consider the problem of mapping an algorithm designed for a hy-
percube G of N processors to that of a hypercube H of M processors with N > M.
We phrase the problem as a graph embedding problem. The concept of graph embed-
dings has proven to be a successful one in understanding relationships between different
architectures [1, 3, 6, 8,11,10,12]. When N > M, one processor of H simulates a num-
ber of processors of G and the load of the processors of H becomes a crucial quantity.
We concentrate on embeddings that achieve a balanced loadj i.e., every processor of H
simulates at most rZl processors of G. Embeddings achieving a balanced load are of
practical importance, since they make every processor of H share an equal load. Before
describing our results in detail, we give the necessary definitions.
'When the architectures of both machines are viewed as graphs, an embedding <
1, 9 > of G into H is defined by a surjective mapping f from the processors of G to the
processors of H together with a mapping g that maps every edge e = (v, w) of G onto a
path gee) connecting I(v) and few). We refer to I as the assignment. Since architectures
G and H are viewed as graphs, henceforth, we will refer to the processors of G and H as
nodes. Two commonly and extensively studied cost measures of an embedding are the
dilation and the congestion [1, 3, 6, 7,8, 11, 12]. The dilation 0 is defined as the maximum
distance in H between two adjacent nodes in G, and the congestion). is defined as the
maximum number of paths over an edge in H, where every path represents an edge in
G. The load J.L is defined as the maximum number of nodes of G assigned to any node of
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H. We say that an embedding achieves a balanced load when f.l = rZl.
Embeddings of a guest network G into a host network H of the same topology, but
smaller size have previously been studied in [2, 5, 6, 7]. In [5}, Fishburn and Finkel
consider various architectures for specific values of Nand M. Berman and Snyder [2J
present embeddings by performing contractions which guarantee a dilation of 1, but do
not achieve a balanced load. In [7], Gupta and Hambtusch present efficient balanced
load embeddings of complete binary trees for all the values of Nand M. More recently,
Sang and Sudborough [13] have investigated the problem of achieving a balanced load
for meshes.
As stated earlier, in this paper we investigate the problem of embedding a large
hypercube into a small hypercube. Vve first give the definition of a hypercube. An
n-dimensional hypercube Qn has N = 2n nodes and every node in Qn is labeled as
bn_1 bn_2 • •• bo, where b" E {O,1 } for 0 ::; s ::; n - 1. A node with label bn- 1 ••• bo is
connected to n nodes having labels bn _ 1 .•• b"+lb..b"_I'" hOI for 0 ::; s ::; n - 1. vVhen
viewing the hypercube Qn as a graph, we let Vn be its node set and En be its edge set.
In section 2, we give a simple embedding of an n-dimensional hypercube Qn into an
m-dimensional hypercube Qm. for n > m. This embedding achieve an optimal dilation of
1, a congestion of 2n- m , and a balanced load of 2n- m . In Section 3 we show that the con-
gestion achieved is optimal. We show that any embedding of Qn into Qm which achieves
a balanced load must have a congestion of at least 2n- m , that is, >. = n(2n- m ). In order
to prove our lower bound we define a hypercube-like architecture called a compact hyper-
cube. Compact hypercubes contrast with hypercubes in the sense that while hypercubes
can only be defined for powers of 2, compact hypercubes can be defined for any integer
N > O. Intuitively, a compact hypercube is a union of disjoint hypercubes together
with the additional edges such that it forms an N-node induced graph in a hypercube.
Compact hypercubes have been shown to retain many hypercube properties [4].
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2 Hypercube Embedding
In this section we present an efficient embedding of an n-dimensional guest hypercube
Qn into an m-dimensional host hypercube Qm, for n > m. The embedding achieves
an optimal dilation of 1, a congestion of 2n- m , and a balanced load of 2n - m . The
embedding strategy is rather straight forward. The main idea is to contract 2n -m. nodes
of Qn forming a subhypercube of dimension n - m and assign them to a node of Qm'
Let 9..-1, 9..-2,···, go be the labels of nodes in Qn for 9i = 0,1 and let hm_l, hm - 21 _.. , ho
n-m
be the labels of nodes in Qm for hi = 0, 1. vVe assign nodes l~gm-l, 9m-2,"" go of
Qn to noq,e hm_l, hm_ 2, ••• , ho of Qm where hi = gi for 0 $ i ::; m - 1. Obviouslyadja-
cent nodes in Qn are either assigned to a single node or to adjacent nodes in Qm' Thus,
the dilation achieved by the embedding is 1 which is optimal. Furthermore, 2,,-m nodes
of Qn are assigned to every node of Qm. Given two adjacent nodes v and v' in Qm, each
node of Qn which is assigned to v is adjacent to exactly one node of Qn which is assigned
to v'. Since there are 2,,-m nodes of Q" assigned to every node of Qm, the congestion
achieved is 2n - m . We prove in Section 3 that this congestion is indeed optimal.
We conclude this section by pointing out that even though we described only one
embedding of Q" into Qm, there are (n ;~! m! such embeddings. We can easily obtain
different embeddings by choosing different combination of m bits in the labels of nodes
in Qn.
3 Lower Bound on the Congestion
We now show that any balanced load embedding of an n-dimensional hypercube Qn into
an m-dimensional hypercube Qm must have a congestion of at least 2,,-m. The main
idea of the proof is as follows. In any embedding the edges of Qn that do not contribute
to the congestion are the edges having both end points (i.e., nodes of Q,,) assigned to
the same node in Qm. Thus our goal is to obtain an upper bound on the number of such
L * in the label indicates a wild card character that could be either 0 or 1
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edges. Let this upper bound be U. Since, Qn contains n2n- 1 edges, n2n- 1 - U edges of
Qn must contribute to the congestion. Hence, by using U and the number of edges in
Qm, we can determine a lower bound for the congestion >.. The main thrust of the lower
bound proof is the computation of U.
In a graph G = (V, E), we refer to lVI, the number of nodes in G, as the order of G
and to lEI, the number of edges in G, as the size of G. An induced subgraph on a set
S of nodes in graph G is the graph whose node set is S and whose edge set consists of
those edges in G having both ends in S.
In order to compute U, we determine an upper bound for the size, say £, of an
induced subgraph of order 2n - m in Qn' The size £ multiplied by 2m gives us U, since in
a balanced load embedding exactly 2n - m nodes of Qn are assigned to every node of Qm'
The most important property that allows us to compute the value e is the following
property of the hypercube: Any k-dimensional hypercube contains two disjoint k - 1
dimensional subhypercubes such that every node in one subhypercube is adjacent to
exactly one node in the other subhypercube. Vlfe first give the recursive definitions of a
compact set and a compact hypercube which are crucial in determining the value of e.
Definition 1 A set of nodes S in an n-dimensional hypercube Qn is compact if
1. lSI::; 1, or
II. For a positive integer p, 2P- 1 ~ lSI < 2P, there exists a p-dimensional hypercube
Qp with S as a subset of its nodes. In addition, Qp contains two disjoint
(p-l)-dimensional hypercubes Q~-l and Q;_I such that the node set VpO_ 1 OfQ~_l
is a subset of Sand S - Vp~l is a compact set in Q;_I"
Given a compact set S, we define a compact hypercube to be the subgraph of a
hypercube which is induced by the set S. Figure 1 shows an example of a 13 node
compact hypercube. It is important to note that compact hypercubes are a generalization
of hypercubes in the sense that they are defined for any arbitrary number of nodes.
Furthermore, compact hypercubes share many properties with hypercubes [4, 9, 14]. Vie
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denote the number of edges in a compact hypercube of r nodes by £(r). Lemma 1 gives
a reduction formula for &(;) and Lemma 2 gives the precise value of £(r).
Lemma 1 If G = (V, E) is a compact hypercube of hypercube Qd and p is a positive
integer such that 2P- 1 S IVI < 2P then
Proof: Follows immediately from the definition of a compact set.•
Lemma 2 If G = (V, E) is a compact hypercube of hypercube Qd and the binary repre-
sentation of IVI is bp _ 1 bp _ 2 - •• bOI then
p-l p-2 I[(WI) ~ lEI ~ L ib,2'-1 + L(b'+1 L bi2i ).
i=O ;=0 i=O
Proof: Intuitively, the first term in the formula for lEI counts the number of edges in
the disjoint hypercubes Q/s that are contained in G. The second term counts number
of edges that connect a hypercube Qi with a hypercube Qil for all possible pairs i and
j. We prove the lemma using induction. It is easy to see that the formula is correct for
IVI S 2. Assume that the formula is correct for IVI < t. Suppose now that IVI = I,
where the binary representation of I is bq_ 1bq_ 2 ••• bo with bq_ 1 I- 0 and q S P, i.e.,
bq = bq+l = ... = bp_1 = O. Thus, we have
p-l p-2 i q-l q-2 i
lEI ~ L ib,2'-1 + L(b'+1 L bi 2i ) ~ L ib,2'-1 + L(b'+1 L bi 2i ).
;=0 i=O i=O i=O ;=0 i=O
By using Lemma 1
[(WI) ~ [(WI - 2<-1) + [(2<-1) + WI - 2<-1
q-2 q-3 i
~ L ib,2'-' + L(b'+1 L bi2i ) + [(2'-') + WI- 2,-1
;=0 i=O i=o
q-2 q-3 i q-l
~ L ib,2'-1 + L(b'+1 L bi 2i ) + (q _1)2'-'+ L b,2' _ 2,-1
i=O ;=0 i=o ;=0
(by induction)
(by induction and the value of WI)
q-l q-2;
~ L ib,2'-1 + L(b'+1 L bi 2i ).
i=O ;=0 j=o
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This completes the proof. •
Vie now prove a lemma and a theorem which show that any induced graph of order
r in a hypercube has its size bounded by t:(r). The result of the theorem provides the
desired upper bound for the maximum size of the induced graph of order 2n - m in a
hypercube.
Lemma 3 Suppose QLI and QLl are disjoint (k - I)-dimensional subhypercubes in a
k-dimensional hypercube Qk. If G; = (Vi, Ed is a compact hypercube of QLl for i = 0, 1
then
[(IVai + IV, I) 2 [(IVaI) + I'(IVIi) + min{lVol.lV,I}·
Proof: We proceed by induction on IVai + IV,I· Note that if IVai + IV.! S; 2, then
the theorem holds. Assume now that the theorem holds for IVol + IViI < l. Suppose
IVol + IVi I = l and the binary representation of IVoI is bp _ l bp_ 2 ••• bo and that of IVi I is
Cq_lCq_2··· Co, where bp_ 1 = Cq_l = 1. 'Without loss of generality we assume IVol ~ IVII >
1, since the theorem holds for min{IVol,IVtlJ ::; 1. We consider three cases depending on
the relative values of p and q.
Case 1: q < p and IVai + IV,I S; 2'.
By definition, Go contains a subgraph Qp-t which is a (p-l)-dimensional hypercube
such that Go - Qp-l is a compact hypercube of QL1. Thus by using induction
Using Lemma 1, we have
[(IVoI + IV, I)
[(IVoI)
[(IVai + IV, I - 2'-1) + [(2'-1) + IVai + IVIi - 2>-', and
- [(lVol- 2>-') + [(2,-1) + lVol- 2,-1
(2)
(3)
Substituting £(IVol + IViI- 2P- l ) from equation 1 into equation 2, we get
[(IVai + IV, I) 2 [(lVol- 2>-') + [(Iv, I) + min{IVoI - 2'-1, IVIi}
+ t(2)-') + IVai + IV,I - 2,-1
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> [(lVoll + [(IVIi) + min{lVol- 2>-1, IVIi} + lVil
(by substituting for [(lVol- 2'-1) from equation 3)
> [(lVoll +e(1V,1l + IV,I·
Case 2: q < p and IVol + IV,I > 2'.
As in Case 1, Go contains a subgraph Q,,-1 which is a (p-l)-dimensional hypercube
such that Go - Qp-l is a compact hypercube. Now using Lemma 1
[(lVol + 1V,1l
[(lVol + IV,I- 2'-1)
[(2')
[(IVoIl
- [(I Vol + IV,I- 2') + [(2') + lVol + IV,I- 2',
[( lVol + IVIi - 2,-1 - 2'-') + [(2'-')
+ lVol + IV,I- 2',
[(2' - 2'-1) + [(2'-1) + 2'-', and





Combining equations 4, 5, and 6, we have
By the induction hypothesis
(8)
[((IVoI- 2'-') + 1V,1l 2: [(lVol- 2'-') + [(lV,1l + min{lVol - 2>-1, IV,I} (9)
Now, using equations 8 and 9, we have
[(lVol + 1V,1l > [(lVol- 2>-1) + [(lV,1l + min{IVoI- 2'-', IViI} +[(2'-') +2'-'
> [(lVoll + [(IV.1l +min{lVol- 2'-" IVIi} +2' -IVoI
(by using equation 7)
> [(lVoll + [(IVIi) + IV,I·
Case 3: q = p.
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In this case both Vo and VI contain (p -I)-dimensional hypercubes Qp-l and Q~-ll
respectively. The following three formulae result from Lemma 1.
£(IVoI + IViI) £(IVol + IViI- 2') + £(2') + \Vol + IViI- 2' (10)
£(111;1- 2'-1) - £(111;1) - £(2'-1) -111;1 + 2,-1 for i = 0, 1. (11)
£(2') - £(2' - 2'-1) + £(2'-1) + 2,-1 (12)
By the induction hypothesis, we have
and by using equations 10, 11, and 12, we obtain the desired result of the lemma; i.e.,
£(IVoI + IViI) ~ £(IVol) + £(IViI) + IViI· This proves the lemma.•
Theorem 4 If G = (V, E) is an induced subgraph of a d-dimensional hypercube Qd then
lEI::; E(IVl)j i.e., the size of G is bounded above by the size of a compact hypercube of
the same order.
Proof: Let k be the dimension of a smallest hypercube that contains Gj i.e., k = min{j I
there exists a j-dimensional subhypercube of Qd containing G}. Let Qk be such a
subhypercube of Qd and let QLl and Qk-l be two disjoint (k-1 )-dimensional hypercubes
contained in Qk. Let QL, = (V!-"EL,). We define Gi = (11;, E i ) = (VnV!-" EnEL,)
for i = 0 and 1. Since every node in Vko_l is adjacent to exactly one node in Vl_ ll the
number of edges between Vo and Vi is at most min{]VOI,]Vl /}. It now follows that
lEI S; lEal + IE,I +min{IVol, IV,I}·
Because the size of G j is at least 1, by induction we have lEd.::; £([11;1) for i = 0,1. Now,
using these formulae:
lEI S; £(IVol) + £(IViI) + min{IVoI, IViI}.
We now obtain the result of the theorem by applying Lemma 3 and thus
lEI S; £(IVol + IViI) = £(IVI)·
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This completes the proof of Theorem 4.•
The above theorem gives us an upper bound on the size of an induced subgraph as
a function of the order of the induced subgraph in a hypercube. \Ve are now ready
to complete our lower bound proof for the congestion. vVe actually need the result of
Theorem 4 only for the case when the order of the induced subgraph is 2n - m (since
exactly 2n - m nodes of Qn are assigned to every node of Qm in a balanced embedding).
Interestingly, Theorem 4 holds for any arbitrary order.
Theorem 5 Any embedding of an n-dimensional hypercube Qn into an m-dimensional
hypercube Qm with a balanced load must achieve a congestion of at least 2n - m j z.e.,
Proof: Let if; =< f,g > be an embedding of Qn into Qm that achieves a balanced load.
Every node of Qm is assigned 2n - m nodes of Qn by ¢J. An edge e fails to contribute to
the congestion if it is an edge whose end points belong to /-1 (v), for some node v in Qm;
i.e., e is an edge in the induced graph on f-l(v). 'rVe know from Theorem 4 that the size
of the induced graph on r '(v) is bounded above by £(If- 1(v)1) = (n - m)2 n - m - 1 , since
If-l(v)1 = 2n - m • Thus, the maximum number of edges of Qn that fail to contribute to
the congestion is (n - m)2n - m - 12m because there are 2m nodes in Qrn. Remaining edges
in Qn must contribute to the congestion and in order to minimize the congestion over
the edges of Qm, these edges must be mapped evenly by 9 in ¢J. Hence
n2n - 1 - (n _ m)2n- m - 12m), >
m2m 1
Note that if the dilation is greater than one, then the above inequality is strict. This
completes the proof of Theorem 5.•
4 Conclusions
In this paper we presented a lower bound proof showing that any embedding of an
N = 2n.-node hypercube Qn into an Iv! 2m -node hypercube Qrn which achieves a
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balanced load must have a congestion of at least z., i.e., ). = n(z). 'Ne also presented
a simple embedding of Qn into Qm that achieves this lower bound on the congestion
together with an optimal dilation of 1 and a balanced load of Z. The lower bound proof
makes use of compact hypercubes which are a generalization of hypercubes. Compact
hypercubes are defined for any arbitrary value of N as compared to a complete hypercube
of N nodes where N is a power of two. We conjecture that compact hypercubes can be
used to obtain lower bound proofs on the congestion of embeddings of k-ary hypercubes
(the hypercubes used in this paper are binary hypercubes). Furthermore, since our lower
bound proof of this paper is constructive, the lower bound proofs would result in efficient
embeddings of large k-ary hypercubes into small k-ary hypercubes.
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Figure 1:
A compect hypercube of 13 nodes.
(Complete hypercubes forming the compect
hypercube ere shown in deshed boxes.)
